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Although we cannot predict how far the elimination
of cash will spread, the further you are from the
epicentre of the problem, the greater your chances
of coming out with your skin on.

Reddit CEO Admits To Editing Posts Made By
Trump Supporters

Just one day after shutting down the "Pizzagate" subreddit thread, a move which infuriated a
lot of users who claimed they were being censored over political views, the CEO of Reddit,
Steve Huffman, has now admitted to editing individual posts made by Trump supporters that
were critical of him.  According to reporting from BBC, Huffman simply edits posts to redirect
criticism away from him and onto the moderators of the "r/the_donald" thread. 

Huffman offered the following apology admitting that he "messed with the "fuck u/spez"
comments" and that "as the CEO, I shouldn't play such games."

 

As PJW of InfoWars pointed out to The Sun, there is nothing particularly new about leftist-run
social media sites suppressing conservative free speech.  In fact, since November 4th the
largest tech giants, including Google, Facebook and Twitter, in collusion with the mainstream
media have launched an all out war against "fake news" sites.

by Tyler Durden

Nov 25, 2016 9:50 AM 196
SHARES

Paul Joseph Watson, editor-at-large at the website InfoWars, told The Sun Online
that prominent websites and social networks “routinely” suppressed right wing
views.
 
Millions of Donald Trump supporters watched British firebrand Watson’s videos
during the election campaign and he played a key role in breaking stories
including the Hillary Clinton health scare.
 
“Reddit is potentially even worse than Twitter went it comes to censoring
perfectly legitimate discussion,” he told us.
 
"The site routinely removes threads that are damaging to left-wing narratives and
prevents them from going viral,” he claimed.
 
“The fact that their CEO is now spending hours editing individual posts is
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But despite their efforts, we suspect that the more these social media giants attempt to censor
their users the closer their business models will ultimately come to failure.  So carry on Mr.
Huffman.

 

* * *

For those who missed it, here is what we wrote yesterday on the "Pizzagate" controversy:

As of earlier today, the subreddit, r/Pizzagate, was officially banned by Reddit which posted
the following notice to their site:

 

For those not familiar with the movement, the "Pizzagate" subreddit was started by a group
of Trump-supporting internet sleuths who were attempting to use WikiLeaks' leaked
Podesta emails to connect the Clintons and John Podesta to the convicted sex offender,
Jeffrey Epstein.  That said, when the Podesta emails failed to reveal a "smoking gun" linkage,
the sleuths instead turned their focus to mulitple "pizza" references in Podesta's emails which
then led to the speculation that those "pizza" references must be code for something far more
sinister.

According to the Washington Post, the "Pizzagate" sleuths are convinced that the "secret
headquarters of a child sex-trafficking ring run by Hillary Clinton and members of her
inner circle" is located in the basement of a Washington D.C. pizza shop called the Comet
Ping Pong Pizzeria.  The owner of the pizzeria, James Alefantis, says he has received

numerous death threats over the past couple of weeks and has been forced to go to the FBI for
protection.

“The fact that their CEO is now spending hours editing individual posts is
another fascinating insight into the control freak behaviour that leftists
exhibit on a regular basis."
 
“In recent months, companies like Reddit, Twitter and Facebook have made it
clear that they do not stand on the side of free speech, and have instead decided
to become echo chambers for social justice warriors.
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According to the New York Times, Alefantis first heard of Pizzagate after he started receiving
threatening messages on Instagram and Facebook.  Aside from some friendships with
prominent democratic insiders like David Brock and Tony Podesta, Alefantis told the Times
he's not sure how this conspiracy theory got linked to his business.

While WaPo says the Pizzagate sleuths have failed to uncover any actual evidence of their
accusations, the dismissal of their efforts by the media only seems to be strengthening their
resolve.

Fran Seen !!  
@FranSeenWrites

 Follow

It has also led to some very real harassment of the people caught up in the theory,
including the owner of the Comet Ping Pong pizzeria in the District, James
Alefantis. Alefantis has received hundreds of death threats over the past
couple of weeks, he told the New York Times this week, after Pizzagate
enthusiasts decided that his restaurant was the secret headquarters of a
child sex-trafficking ring run by Hillary Clinton and members of her inner
circle.
 
None of the wildly accusatory claims are true. Alefantis told the Times that he
asked Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, YouTube and the FBI to help him stop the spread
of the conspiracy theory, which uses photos of his own kids as “evidence.”

None of it was true. While Mr. Alefantis has some prominent Democratic
friends in Washington and was a supporter of Mrs. Clinton, he has never met
her, does not sell or abuse children, and is not being investigated by law
enforcement for any of these claims. He and his 40 employees had unwittingly
become real people caught in the middle of a storm of fake news.
 
“From this insane, fabricated conspiracy theory, we’ve come under constant
assault,” said Mr. Alefantis, 42, who was once in a relationship with David Brock,
a provocative former right-wing journalist who became an outspoken advocate for
Mrs. Clinton.
 
Mr. Alefantis suspects those relationships may have helped to make him a
target. “I’ve done nothing for days but try to clean this up and protect my staff
and friends from being terrorized,” he said.
 
Mr. Alefantis mingles with other Washington chefs and his establishment helped
him to be named No. 49 in GQ magazine’s 50 most powerful people in
Washington in 2012. His customers include some high-powered locals, such
as Tony Podesta, the brother of John Podesta, whom Mr. Alefantis knows
casually. Mr. Alefantis and Mr. Brock, who is the founder of Media Matters for
America, a website that tracks press coverage critical of the Clintons and works to
debunk misinformation in the conservative press, broke up five years ago.

“Pizzagate” has yet to produce any actual evidence for its extremely weighty and
life-ruining accusations, but every debunking of its claims — including the one in
the Times — has only convinced its believers that they must be right, and that the
circle of pedophiles and sympathizers trying to cover up their findings must be
even bigger and more powerful than they imagined.
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#reddit has banned the #pizzagate subreddit.

PLEASE take a long, hard look at the narrative you're being
spoon-fed, folks #censorship
8:00 PM - 22 Nov 2016

  138  155

The only reason Kanye was hospitalized is because he spoke
up about #pizzagate
6:51 AM - 22 Nov 2016

  743  986

Patrick 
@_PaNew_

 Follow

 

In fact, after the Reddit ban, one former moderator of the Pizzagate subreddit posted the
following message on r/The_Donald:

Reading between the lines, we'd say they're not quite ready to give up on Pizzagate.

Comment viewing options

Threaded list - expanded

Date - oldest first

300 comments per page  Save settings

Select your preferred way to display the comments and click "Save settings" to activate your
changes.

EscapeKey 

the_donald is a breath of fresh air, given that the entire of reddit is one big SJW
circlejerk

MillionDollarBonus_ " EscapeKey 

Good! Have you seen what these disgusting Trump supporters have done to the
restaurant Comet Ping Pong? After claiming that it is a secret paedophile ring,

the employees there (including an African American gentleman depicted by the
New York Times) have been the victims of constant harassment and death
threats! Reddit did the right thing shutting down PIzzagate. Now they need to go
one step forward and simply ban Trump supporters!

Online bullies targeting D.C. restaurant

! Play Video 2:37

Online bullies targeting D.C. restaurant

! Play Video 2:37

Finally, we are not finished. Obviously the entire mod team and everyone else
is tightening up our opsec and putting on our battle-armor. To those who
pressured Reddit into this censorship: none of us are turning back. We have all
made life insurance videos. We have all vowed to continue this fight. You have
only increased our number. This morning we were numerous, tonight we are
legion.
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one step forward and simply ban Trump supporters!

DEBUNKING PIZZAGATE

VinceFostersGhost " MillionDollarBonus_ 

 

 

I'd like a large pizza......with extra nuts please.

froze25 " VinceFostersGhost 

Best video I have seen so far going through all the evidence so far, really
well done https://youtu.be/Gi6ryNOg8z0

The Criminals need to stand trial . 

y3maxx " froze25 

--Just change the name from Pizzagate to"Baby food".

CheapBastard " y3maxx 

Huffman is the poster child of left wing fascist censorship maybe.

spastic_colon " CheapBastard 

whats a reddit?

bamawatson " spastic_colon 

Reddit CEO has his own canabalism subreddit.
This rabbit hole just get's deeper and sicker

https://i.sli.mg/pTV32R.jpg

EscapeKey " bamawatson 

forgot to say

/u/spez is a cuck

Pinto Currency " EscapeKey 

Reddit CEO Huffman / spez allows subreddit rooms for
pedophiles and he himself has for 5 years belonged to and
posted in a subreddit that focuses on cannibalism:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_IijMef6hs

Huffman's memorable post: "no skeletons in my closet but a
few in the fridge".

But Huffman does not want witch-hunts on Reddit. No shit.

---------------------------------------

Obama

And see also this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Z4OP--ZXOjc&t=1042s

"I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers
money flying in pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party
at the White House not long ago, assume we are using the
same channels?"

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-
ready-for-chicago-h...

tmosley " Pinto Currency 

Reddit has killed itself with this censorship. There is a strong

case for them having lost their neutral carrier status, as they
have been editing user's comments, showing that they are
both able and willing to do just that.
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This means they can be sued for ANY comment on Reddit,
and that they are legally liable for all content.

jefferson32 " tmosley 

How could anyone not have understood this? u/spez was
served with a national security letter & gag order. There are
several precedents for this, tech founders turning against
their company after such an event (Truecrypt, Lavabit, etc.).
Spez is a hero. He massively advertised #pizzagate. See the
full proof here :
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5epu13/u
spez_did_us_a_huge_...

Frito " tmosley 

Yep.  the legal ramifications of this are huge. they edit
content then they could lose Safe Harbor status.  not to
mention implications for people in other legal matters where
Reddit comments are used as evidence.

 

In a side note.  probably a good market opportunity for
someone to make a "fuck /u/spez" T-shirt

Fukushima Sam " Pinto Currency 

Pretty sure a pedophile party woud cost millions in hush
money, not $65K.

Pinto Currency " Fukushima Sam 

Yeah.
Obama probably brought in Kid Rock for the evening.
Because he loves Detroit Rock and the Confederate flag on
stage.

Herd Redirectio... " Fukushima Sam 

I'm not sure I follow.  If there was some sort of perverse
orgy, they would also have cameras.  So as a GUEST you
don't get to extort the hosts, but the hosts can
extort/blackmail you.

Syrin " bamawatson 

Who in THE FUCK would defend pedophilia ?!?!?!?

Trogdor " bamawatson 

And what's more shocking ... he's a tribe member .. <gasp!>

 

Dame Ednas Possum " spastic_colon 

Redd-IT - it's a nickname for Huffman the Jinger Gew computer
geek. 

Stackers " CheapBastard 

Ever had your comment on ZH censored ?

I have....

Ms No " Stackers 

Maybe it's because your fat.

Just kidding.  I have had some comments taken but I can't be
sure of the motive or if it was a result of them taking other
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sure of the motive or if it was a result of them taking other
comments out. 

chunga " froze25 

This pizzagate thing has really been gnawing at me. It's so heinous,
terrible, and frankly so far-fetched sounding the only group I could
fathom engaging in something so horrible is politicians and "elites". And
of course it looks like it is.

bobnoxy " chunga 

Yup, and totally fake, and you fell for it as usual.

actionjacksonbrownie " chunga 

If it is far-fetched sounding, then you haven't really investigated or
seriously looked at it. I understand people's reluctance to dig into this
scandal. The subject matter is vile and will affect the psyche of any
normal caring person. I only looked into it the past couple days
because I was apprehensive about allowing these vile creatures acts to
enter my consciousness, but if you dare look, you WILL be disgusted,
and you WILL have no doubt about the legitimacy of the accusations.
It's an extremely deep Rabbit Hole, and you WILL be affected - so be
forewarned.

bobnoxy " actionjacksonbrownie 

Snopes and the NYT (''a great, great American jewel'' according to
Trump) actually did investigate and found it was a hoax that
started with a tweet from a pro-Trump group that was
subsequently deleted. And what did you digging find that they
missed? The world is eager to see your evidence, dipshit.

Alogon " bobnoxy 

Do you recognise the two identikit pics from Scotland Yard in
the Mccann child abduction.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Madeleine_Mc
Cann

 

Herd Redirectio... " Alogon 

They (elites) are sociopaths.

They have a need to be able to blackmail and extort all those
working for them.

They are into the occult.

Pedos are regularly PROTECTED, and after they die, they are
ALWAYS implied to have been 'one rotten apple', as opposed
to part of a network!

Everyone knows about Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut, and the
implied pedophilia in it.  But somehow we forget that
Kubrick directed LOLITA an entire 35+ years earlier!  We just
weren't ready for the message (or in my case, not even born
yet).  And a PEDO NETWORK is implied in LOLITA as well!

LOL, I just watched a 1 minute clip from Lolita, and the
mother takes a photo of Humbert Humbert while he is
watching Lolita 'hula hoop'.  I will leave it to the reader to
figure out if that is symbolism, or to be taken literally!

The pedos are ALWAYS protected, because otherwise it risks
unravelling the entire blackmail/extortion network.  And it
sends the message to future operatives that they will NOT be
protected by the network, which would discourage future
recruits to say the least.

Lest we forget they invented an entire phenomenon, the
'Satanic Panic', in the 70s/80s to cover up for all the
evidence and testimony that was starting to emerge at that
time.  So they just told everyone "Nothing to see here, just
some religious folks taking things out of context.  You know
how they can be..."   Won't work again, here in 2016! 

People are onto the sick fucks.
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Herd Redirectio... " Herd Redirection Committee 

LOL, chalk this one down to synchronicity but...  Apparently
the PROLOGUE to Lolita is a scene where two characters play
PING PONG!  And yeah, as far as what ping pong represents,
in the deviant sexual community, I will again leave to the
reader.

But very interesting that there is a pop culture ping pong ->
pedo connection, dating back to 1962!

Frito " bobnoxy 

Well fuck me. .. if Snopes says it's bollocks then it must be.  

 

You trying to impersonate MDB or something? 

chunga " actionjacksonbrownie 

No, I've looked. Not a ton, but I've looked enough to think it needs
to be looked at some more. The crazy, nonsensical talk in the wiki
leaks emails, the pictures that Podesta has, the pictures in the
pizza joint. There's more. Then we've got Epstein's island and the
luminaries that have visited there. The disgusting behavior of
Anthony Weiner and Bill Clinton. It's so offensive and disturbing it's
hard to look at. I was telling mrs. chunga about it and she was
getting pissed off...at me, for even repeating it.

It must be investigated because if true, there is no punishment too
great for these monsters. They must be removed from society.

bobnoxy " chunga 

Trump too? See  below. Said Epstein was a terrific guy, a
member at his private club, been to his parties.

chunga " bobnoxy 

What is your fucking point? ANYBODY that's found to be
involved in this should be punished. I don't care who it is,
you dope.

bobnoxy " chunga 

Thank you! One possibly objective Trump voter. 

aardvarkk " bobnoxy 

Two. I won't blindly lynch Trump or anybody else, but if they
show beyond a reasonable doubt that Trump or Clinton or
Podesta or anyone else participated in this sick shit, then the
guilty party needs to be ended with extreme prejudice.
Period. Full stop. If not, then we don't have a society worth
its salt and IT should be ended ASAP and replaced with
something different.

actionjacksonbrownie " chunga 

I understand your wife being upset - it is not something most
people dare allow enter their thinking. It is truly horrible and
not something you can forget once you have been exposed to
it. Personally, I am not digging any deeper than I have. I can
only assume the peds count on our collective squeemishness to
keep their deeds unchecked. I hope there are people stronger
than me that can stomach this stuff and expose these evil
people for what they have done and continue to do.

Still, if history is any guide, the most heinous of crimes will
continue to go unpunished.

Herd Redirectio... " actionjacksonbrownie 

I once spent an entire day reading about the intricacies
about the Marc Dutroux case and it was just filthy.  It
definitely left me shaken. 
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People need to know that darkness is out there.

When I was 14 a 'teacher' wanted to 'mentor' me.  Invited me
to his office after school.  NOPE'd the fuck out of there after
a few minutes.  Invited me to sit behind his desk, and I'm
thinking "This is NOT RIGHT.  What is going on here?"

And of course, that 'teacher' was arrested months later for
previous 'alleged' molestation of boys...

actionjacksonbrownie " Herd Redirection Committee 

I'm glad you had the strength and conviction to ecape that
situation. Many teenagers are not mentally equipped to
handle pressure from authority figures and are hence easy
prey for the deviants. A big part of the Pizzagate controversy
involves little children, toddlers, and even babies! These
children are entirely defenceless and the crimes commited
against them should be punishable by death AFAIC.

Herd Redirectio... " actionjacksonbrownie 

Personally, I think you chop the balls off anyone found guilty
of molesting children.    There is no greater deviancy.

Perversion:

1.   the alteration of something from its original course,
meaning, or state to a distortion or corruption of what was
first intended.

"all great evil is the perversion of a good"

  2. sexual behavior or desire that is considered abnormal or
unacceptable. From LATIN: to turn around!  So perversion =
inversion = Satanic inversion!

Trogdor " chunga 

You might want to check out VigilantCitizen - lots of background
information there on MKUltra Monarch and Beta Kitten programming. 
The pedophilia that infects the "elites" has been around for a long,
long time.

Dame Ednas Possum " froze25 

MDB, I think you'll find that the 'they' in 'they need to ban Trump
supporters' will shortly be one in the same once the new 'they' are in
charge... of the country that is. 

Why would 'they' ban themselves? 

You nonce. 

bobnoxy " froze25 

Wow, gotta hand it to you. You're right on this one! That pedophile
Jeffrey Epstein is a major creep and should be jailed, along with his
buddies like Bill Clinton, and this guy too;

 

THE ONE PERCENT The Billionaire Pedophile Who Could Bring Down
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton Trump’s supporters have long
wondered whether he’d use billionaire sicko Jeffrey Epstein as ammo
against the Clintons—until a lurid new lawsuit accused The Donald of
raping one of Epstein’s girls himself. 
BRANDY ZADROZNY

06.30.16 12:00 AM ET
 

00:00   Prosecutors said Epstein’s dream team made successful
prosecution unlikely. “Our judgment in this case, based on the evidence
known at the time, was that it was better to have a billionaire serve time
in jail, register as a sex offender, and pay his victims restitution than risk
a trial with a reduced likelihood of success,” U.S. Attorney Alex Acosta 
 

 

 

Emails to the Trump Organization and the campaign for this story were
not returned, but Trump’s attorney Alan Garten has repeatedly denied
any relationship between his client and Epstein, other than Epstein’s Mar-

a-Lago membership.

Still, it’s clear that Trump’s association with Epstein runs deeper than just
pool days at Mar-a-Lago.
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pool days at Mar-a-Lago.

“I’ve known Jeff for 15 years,” Trump told New York Magazine in 2002.
Calling him a “terrific guy,” Trump continued, “He’s a lot of fun to be
with. It is even said that he likes beautiful women as much as I do, and
many of them are on the younger side. No doubt about it—Jeffrey enjoys
his social life.”

 

According to a 2003 profile in Vanity Fair and New York gossip rags that
covered the goings-on of Epstein and his famous friends in the late ’90s,
Trump would attend dinner parties at the 71st Street mansion. In April
1999, The Mail spotted Trump among the guests at a dinner Epstein
threw in honor of Prince Andrew. In 2000, they reported he attended a
“hookers and pimps” Halloween party. 

JacksNight " froze25 

My friends, let us pray to God for deliverance and demand a
Congressional inquiry into pizzagate.

http://www.house.gov/representatives/find/

Email sample to use:

_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Subject: PizzaGate and Congressional inquiry

Dear #,

Greetings!

I hope this email finds you well.

First, thank you for your service to #.

I write to you today to ask for a Congressional investigation into
pizzagate. Decade long child abuse has plagued our shores and indeed
the world for too long. In fact, just a few days ago, Norway reported on
its own pedophile scandal.

https://www.rt.com/news/367652-norway-pedophiles-arrested-
scandal/

Wikileak revelations through John Podesta emails are only a recent light
many have seen and reported on for decades. For evidence on child
murder and pedophilia, please see the following. It includes testimony
from former head of the Los Angeles FBI and Special Agent Ted
Gunderson. I'm curious to hear Director Comey's take on it.

Evidence:

https://archive.fo/MrsGu

https://i.sli.mg/KQXrne.jpg

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/1cm0t3/original_resea
rch_the_mountain_of_evidence_for_a/

http://www.whale.to/b/pedophocracy.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BplUD6kQYuU

I look forward to hearing back from you on how we can work to protect
the safety of our children in # and remember those around our country
who no longer have a voice.

God bless America and thank you again.

Sincerely,

#

stocker84 " VinceFostersGhost 

Ew...Why would you even want million dollar bonus on your pizza?

Uncertain T " MillionDollarBonus_ 

What makes them "Trump Supporters" pray tell, MDB?

It seems that as the country shifts back to the middle and right everything
liberals don't like is being blamed on Trump.

Lefties are showing their true lack of "tollerance" 

Transisto " MillionDollarBonus_ 

Yeah pretty sure that half a page long thing is debunking about 3000 pages of
documented suspicious behaviors. /s
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Lorca's Novena " MillionDollarBonus_ 

FNNews: " Local reports are coming in of a naked and obese man running
around the neighborhood of Comet Pizza shouting he wants IN the group!!"

"A fellow passerby noted he was holding KY in one hand, and "something" very
small and tiny in the other..."

 

FNN Fake News Network 2016 all rights reserved.

SOTC " MillionDollarBonus_ 

Dude i hope you get 4chaned and they dig up the sauce you. Fucking just go
away you poop eater.

Lorca's Novena " SOTC 

Its called Doxxed newfriend...

Normalcy Bias " MillionDollarBonus_ 

It sounds like MDB used to frequent Comet Ping Pong...

bamawatson " Normalcy Bias 

with leslie dove

bamawatson " Normalcy Bias 

c

Dormouse " MillionDollarBonus_ 

MDB!
Can you believe a bakery was shut down for not baking a fag-wedding cake?
And these people are getting harassed for just a little pederastic behavior.
Outrageous! Some people are too stupid to understand how hypocrisy works.

duck dodgers " Dormouse 

Excellent point.

Praeda2 " MillionDollarBonus_ 

If this isn't confirmation of your mental illness I don't know what could be.
Everyone thought you were just a loser who really sucked at trolling, but no,
you're a retard.

You want to talk shit about something in markets? Go right ahead, but this
involves CHILDREN, you stupid, fucking piece of shit. Who does that? Who
condones child abuse? Other people who abuse children. So is there something
you want to tell us, short eyes?

Offthebeach " MillionDollarBonus_ 

Is that you, Harry Reid? You haven't denighed molesting little Mormon boys.

"Fake, but accurate", Dan Rather. CBS News Anchor. Inheritor of Walter Cronkite
and

mickrussom " MillionDollarBonus_ 

Amazing - how brazen pedophiles like yourself now feel free to operate in the
open. We will find out what wikileaks tried to tell us. We will find out all you are
trying to hide. You are evil. you are vile. you are satanic. you are wrong. The
TRUTH never remains hidden forvever. One day your kind will be documented
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TRUTH never remains hidden forvever. One day your kind will be documented
like the atrocities of WW2 and the USSR were. Vile lying creatures. 

Hurricane Baby " EscapeKey 

Some subreddits are worthy

https://www.reddit.com/r/ar15/

 

Hurricane Baby " Hurricane Baby 

Here's another

https://www.reddit.com/r/gundeals/

 

spastic_colon " EscapeKey 

so we are all just supposed to go to sites that fit our own beliefs and narratives? 
whats the use at that point, of any of them? you have to admit that even ZH is a
gathering place for those that have similar opinions so I'm not sure where the
intellectual balance and/or benefit is of any sites other than to spout what we want
to hear.

duck dodgers " spastic_colon 

I have to put up with liberal fucks all day at work...I dont want to come here and
be around it too.

EuroPox 

OK so if we get arrested for posting 'hate messages' our defense will be: "but I didn't
write that, someone must have edited it!"

wildbad " EuroPox 

nicely put

EuroPox " wildbad 

What now for the House panel looking into Reddit posts by Stonetear?

CheapBastard " EuroPox 

If the fbi don;t arrest an outright blatant criminal like Hillary has proven
tobe, how cna the hypocrits arrest someone for a post on reddit?

booboo " EuroPox 

The entire electrical jungle makes plausible deniability a concrete defense

EscapeKey " EuroPox 

Obama: You didn't write that.

Dilluminati " EuroPox 

very good point, and if there was eveidence of criminal activity it was DELETED!

I smell a coverup of an international magnitude.

Dormouse " EuroPox 
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Dormouse " EuroPox 

Nice Gollywog!
Or is that a Picaninny?

EuroPox " Dormouse 

It's a golliwog - the same one you would have found on Robertson's jam, until
the PC gestapo took offense.

Dormouse " EuroPox 

Reminds me of Dutch Christmas— Zwarte Piet.

1777 

Totalitarianism! Cut them off!

How dare they try and limit our FREE SPEECH! If they don't like it they can go
somewhere else!

mrdenis " 1777 

You can keep your free speech ...if you like free speech .....

south40_dreams 

RIP Reddit

2016

EscapeKey " south40_dreams 

reddit died years ago. the problem is that there isn't really any competition in that
space, at least at the moment.

furthermore, twitter sees a continuous outflow of people heading gab.ai's way.

dark fiber " EscapeKey 

Well there is 4chan.

EscapeKey " dark fiber 

yeah but 4chan is populated by crazy trolls. very funny, very entertaining, but
i wouldn't trust anything posted on /pol whatsoever.

i guess the only website capable of handling the same load at this stage
might very well be fark. which i used to browse back before reddit really
kicked off.

spastic_colon " EscapeKey 

.

Transisto " dark fiber 

and there's Steemit

Its the Vatican... " Transisto 

...and VOAT.com
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thethirdcoast " EscapeKey 

Try Voat.co

 

It's like the anti-Reddit, almost no SJWs present.

JRev " south40_dreams 

Reddit died when they killed Aaron Swartz.

bada boom 

Hope zerohedge doesn't start doing this.

 

FUCK OFF all you trump lovers.

VinceFostersGhost " bada boom 

 

 

Did we get lost on our way to Huffpo this morning?

bada boom " VinceFostersGhost 

No sense of humor from the Trump supporters here.

It was a joke!  I don't care who you like.  The proof is in the pudding and I hope
Trump has a good secret recipe.

Touchy, touchy.

TeamDepends " bada boom 

Awww, what's wrong? Still sore from the epic ass-reaming? And even Green Jill
Stein couldn't put Humpy-Dumpy back together again....

CheapBastard " TeamDepends 

I demand a recount of all the illegals Obama has let into the country and all the
brown people he has killed in the Middle east!

 

It's only fair.

Jim in MN " bada boom 

No one will censor you here.  Just hand you your ass on a plate.

 

 

 

In your case, a paper plate. 

 

 

With Thomas the Tank Engine on it.  And a matching nappie to blow your nose.

 

 

Sorry did you have anything to actually say?

TheReplacement " Jim in MN 

Ever heard of Francis Sawyer?  Banning is censorship.

 

Lorca's Novena " bada boom 

You mad Bro? I'm not and never have been the biggest trump fan, however If you
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You mad Bro? I'm not and never have been the biggest trump fan, however If you
cannot realize what would happen with Hitlery in office, then my friend, you need
to seek immediate help...

smacker " bada boom 

Is your posting handle "bada boom" a variation of "Bacha bazi" aka the Afghan
dancing boys?

... just asking ;-)

ToSoft4Truth 

Free Market/Private property...  yada, yada.

 

 

EscapeKey " ToSoft4Truth 

there's more to it than that. IF the admins start editing posts, then that technically
qualifies as editor published content, which is guided by a far stricter set of laws.

so by modifying user comments, they hypothetically open themselves us to being
liable for ALL comments on their site, including hypothetical hate speech. 

DarthVaderMentor " EscapeKey 

You are very correct. IMHO, I'm not sure who is dumber....the CEO, the Board of
Directors or Reddit investors who just may have realized that they are legally
liable as well. What a beautiful legal clusterf__k!

ToSoft4Truth " EscapeKey 

We posters are anonymous.  

orangegeek 

CEO of Reddit, Steve Huffman is a Cultural Marxist.

 

Reddit has a few Non-Cultural Marxist reddits, but for the most part, Reddit is
controlled by a few Cultural Marxists and anyone who posts an opposing opinion gets
blocked.

 

Reddit is a pile of shit and a waste of time, unless you are looking for Katy Perry nude
pics.

Ecclesia Militans 

At what point will the "mainstream media" acknowledge the multiple attempts to stifle
free speech by these so-called purveyors of the same?

Cursive " Ecclesia Militans 

WTF? Acknowledge.? Bro, it's part of the MSM agenda. You need to get a little more
paranoid for your own protection.

CorneliuCodreanu 

Positions on Privacy and Free Speech by Key Kosher Heavyweights
http://www.newnationalist.net/2016/11/25/positions-on-privacy-and-free-s...

Cursive 

I was reading a subreddit about this Huffman guy posting on the cannibal subreddit.
He sounds like he eats "cheese pizza" and more.

Global Hunter " Cursive 

looks like it from that pic of him.  He's a pervert for sure.
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looks like it from that pic of him.  He's a pervert for sure.

Clara Tardis " Global Hunter 

Okay, yes really crazy of anyone to think there's rampant DC pedophilia and
blackmail going on and clamping down on exposure by any means necessary
would never happen.
Oh wait it's been going on for decades..

This is a great analysis from long-time pedo/occult researchers:
https://youtu.be/30CiwfwkCws

Chupacabra-322 

How I'm I not fucking shocked.

css1971 

I'm not having them edit other people's comments.

I just deleted my Reddit account.  Been on the site for maybe 10 years, since it
started. Cleared out all the content I posted there first. They're not getting it.
Thousands of comments, hundreds of submissions.

Cursive " css1971 

voat.co is an interesting alternative to reddit.  No endorsement.

EscapeKey " Cursive 

it goes down every time more than 5 people log on, it would appear.

Cursive " EscapeKey 

Yeah, but....maybe that's a good thing? The two guys apparently have not
got outside funding that could pressure them to change the free speech
ideals (if they are sincere).  It's kind of the same argument as Trump running
for president without a lot of outside money.

Cursive " Cursive 

Leaked Chat Shows Reddit Admins Conspiring to Censor Pro-Trump
Subreddit

 

http://heatst.com/culture-wars/leaked-chat-shows-reddit-admins-
conspirin...

 

Alexis Ohanian (Reddit CEO) was "consulting" for Stratfor (private
intelligence company)

https://search.wikileaks.org/gifiles/?viewemailid=282044

 

 

EscapeKey " Cursive 

i personally think the next stage of online debate won't really take off
until distributed forums take off, precisely because the next "big thing" is
equally prone to infiltration (for lack of a better word).

i do get offended by some of the trolls on 4chan from time to time, but
then i recall that it's 4chan and you're not supposed to take it seriously.
besides, it's better that people are freely allowed to express themselves
in any way they like, than content being arbitrarily censored.

crossroaddemon " Cursive 

Trouble is if you want active, lively discussion you need a lot of traffic.
Hence you need sufficient funding for a server that will handle the traffic.
The free internet envisioned 20 years ago was never going to happen...
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The free internet envisioned 20 years ago was never going to happen...

EscapeKey " css1971 

i joined back in early 2006, and keep creating new accounts and deleting my old.
have done, ever since some SJW arsehole did his best to doxx me.

those are the sort of people you're up against on reddit. complete cunts who
believe they're on the moral high ground at all times. total wankers.

css1971 " EscapeKey 

If you want I have a python script which clears out all comments and
submissions for an account using their API.

EscapeKey " css1971 

much appreciated, but these days i lie about all my personal information. my
comments are not 100% wrong, but not 100% right either.

should anyone attempt to doxx me, they would find conflicting information
very quickly indeed.

RafterManFMJ " EscapeKey 

I lie about all my personal information.

Pretty sure I dated you back on '12-'13.

EscapeKey " RafterManFMJ 

OMG are you the conjoined Bulgarian twin?

is your sister still a lesbian?

edit: ohnoes i might just have triggered her, if so. she'll no doubt
want her safe space.

Justin Case " EscapeKey 

Lookin for child support. lol

froze25 " EscapeKey 

Yeah moral high ground indeed, when this shit gets out more it will be pretty
hard to defend these sick bastards . Looks like the DOJ and many top level
Dems like praying on little kids, I wonder how the Hollywood people will feel
about supporting pedophiles ? https://youtu.be/Gi6ryNOg8z0

Dame Ednas Possum " froze25 

I'm pretty sure the Hollywood people are comfortable with it... given that
many of them are undoubtedly participants. 

Dr Niro has fallen in my estimates. 

EscapeKey " Dame Ednas Possum 

Corey Haim.

And yeah, De Niro fucking sucks big donkey balls. He hasn't made or
starred in a noteworthy movie for years. Lives on his reputation, cashing
in along the way.

Herd Redirectio... " EscapeKey 

To understand Hollywood, you have to first understand that what we
call 'actors' and 'actresses' are actually escorts, hookers, and whores. 
For the right price.

If you sign with an agent, or agency, they become effectively your
pimp.

Read some stories of people trying to break into the industry, without

connections.  Being D list actually means just being a much lower price
escort than the A list. 

You can see why life has been so tough for Kathy Griffin!  :)
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You can see why life has been so tough for Kathy Griffin!  :)

RafterManFMJ " EscapeKey 

To be frank this is why the left when in full control always leads to mass
slaughter. Their incoherent beliefs cannot hold up to any logic or criticism.

Therefore, all opponents must be silenced - ideally the silence of the grave.
Add in their paranoia and control-freak mentality, and death camps are a
certainty if they've the ability to implement them.

Benjamin123 

James Alefantis = J´aime l´enfants

 

Xena fobe " Benjamin123 

Wow.  Good catch.

Yes We Can. But... " Benjamin123 

Well, did the guy change his name to that, or is that his given name?

Herd Redirectio... " Yes We Can. But Lets Not. 

I haven't seen anyone discover his original name, but then again, I have not
found very much info about the last name 'Alefantis' either!

And to top it off, allegedly he goes by 'Jamie' as well as 'James' and it just makes
the 'J'aime les enfants' comparison even closer!

Deeper down the rabbit hole there is said to be a Jim/Jimmy/Jinny connection
to... Jinn.  Genies.  Aka the Islamic equivalent of demonic entities.

Of course the most notorious pedo case in recent memory was... Jimmy Savile. 
Make of it what you will.  Its from deep down the rabbit hole, like I said.

Global Hunter 

Huffman!??? \\ Free Francis Sawyer!!!!)))

Tijuana Donkey Show " Global Hunter 

Free Frances Sawyer!

Dilluminati 

The Catholic Church denied @ss f0cking kids for centuries, the media condoned the
activity, law enforcement condoned the activity, make no mistake this was a global
abuse pattern and all the usual suspects were involved.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church_sexual_abuse_cases

The same "conspiracy" theory slannder was thrown at victims

 

 

Jim in MN " Dilluminati 

Meanwhile, today's lead story on the BBC

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-38093421

UK Football Sexual Abuse Scandal Grows

DarthVaderMentor 

Why hasn't the Board of Directors fired this walking brand damaging, ethics and legal
exposure to the company yet?
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Dilluminati 

what international cabal?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church_sexual_abuse_cases

Fishthatlived 

CEO? I bet this guy never leaves his mommy's basement let alone puts on pants.

Transisto 

There's a new thing called STEEM, (steemit.com) where such manipulation and
censorship is not possible.

Transisto 

There's a new thing called STEEM, (steemit.com) where such manipulation and
censorship is not possible.

any_mouse " Transisto 

Hmmm.

Steem is a blockchain-based social media platform where anyone can earn
rewards.

Xena fobe 

Strange when he  could have just banned the commenter or deleted the posts. I didn't
know CEO's had free time to even read posts.  He was probably pressured to do this
by someone and delegated the task to an underling. 

johnwburns 

At least one lefty site is propagating the Trump-as-Russian-operative meme being
dog whistled from WaPO today, quoting "security experts". We're heading for a
showdown.

http://www.mediaite.com/online/reports-blame-russian-propaganda-efforts-...

insanelysane 

It's one thing to delete people's posts but it is an entirely different thing to edit a
post.  I know the CEO owns the platform but I am pretty sure he crossed a legal line.

Let's just say that the fuckers at Google decide to send emails from their users'
accounts to politicians saying that the users want the politician to do X.  It is a scary
world!

brushhog 

Free the pedo's!

the.ghost.of.22wmr 

Glad I never gave that shitty site any of my time.

 

Why anyone would stay there is beyond me.

Panic Mode " the.ghost.of.22wmr 

Honestly, I've never visited Reddit page before. I don't even know what the fuck it
looks like and do. I thought it is for dylexic. 

Ms No " Panic Mode 

I have seen 4Chan and Reddit a couple times.  Those places are wanna' be
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I have seen 4Chan and Reddit a couple times.  Those places are wanna' be
Hedge comment factories that claim to uphold standards on posting.  Here are
a couple of 4Chans "global rules" that are interesting.  .

"Rule #8 Complaining about 4chan (its policies, moderation, etc) on the
imageboards may result in post deletion and a ban."

This one is just funny:  "Evading your ban will result in a permanent one."

Somewhere in there they have a description of what type of links they will
tolerate backing up a position on current events.  I don't see it now but I read it
when I followed a Hedge link to #pizzagate. 

At least here they allow you to post what evidence you want without dicatating
what the source will be and which ones will be acceptable.  We seem to have
more of a shaming system for that.  People may reject your sources but you can
still post them.  Once the can label a source as "fake" and then ban it's
proliferation based on the fact that they don't like what it says, we are screwed.

There is a big war coming here and I'm glad the Hedge was smart about it.

https://www.4chan.org/rules

 

any_mouse " Ms No 

ZH is like a "free market" for idea exchange, eh?

scoutshonor 

When all else fails:

Keep calm and chive on.  ;-)

indaknow 

Nobody is responsible for what they post online anymore.  there's the precedent.
When there is admission of guilt by a CEO of editing individual posts with no ability to
track said evidence how can any prosecutor ever proof it wasn't someone else?

And if the CEO of social media sites can do this then you know for certain that all
his/her employees are doing the same thing!

Pretty sure this guy will be looking for a new job real soon. 

Edit. This creep may have just given grounds for appeals for anyone who has ever
been charged where their posting history was entered in as evidence.  what a can of
worms.

Ms No " indaknow 

Sweet!  So if I have to defend myself down the road for saying something about
Zionists I can then just blame it on Tyler?  (- ;   

It sounds like there is a lot of room for frame-jobs on Reddit and maybe even FB if
they can just change posts at will.  I am willing to bet that it has already happened
to some poor sap.  FB has way too much power.  I vote that all internet comments
are suspect and should be rendered inadmissible unless you are a politician or
banker.  All of our information should be private and theirs public, due to their
influence and past corruptions. 

 

the grateful un... 

Putin making Trump supporters sound intelligent, not possible

wobblie " the grateful unemployed 

I agree.

Goes the same for Clinton/Dem supporters.

It should be an insult and source of embarrassment to call oneself a Republican or
Democrat.

HerrDoktor 

reddit?  forget it
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wobblie 

Only confirms Pizzagate is true.

The parties of Tweedledum and Tweedledee are done!!

https://therulingclassobserver.com/2016/11/12/twilight-of-tweedledum-and...

wisebastard 

anyone remember ZH before they blocked the N-Word...............

buzzsaw99 " wisebastard 

" I HATE NIGGERS" Chris Rock

buzzsaw99 

is there not one fucking conservative (other than zh) capable of running a free speech
forum in the entire fucking country? why do so many people constantly put up with
that shit?

Justin Case 

Reddit, shredit, one of them thar fake news sites, admittedly.

If they did it once they'll do it again, like cheatin on the wife. Just move on.

SOTC 

You fokes are not focused, sorry to bust your bubble but i said it here on ZH many
times " make no mistake Trump is a poop eater also" 

No prosececution of Hillary, Nocons for cabinet posts. sorry i was hoping that shit was
going to change but it is the same shit. the pedos will have thier way.

Let the poop flow.

 

NobodyNowhere " SOTC 

You have to be a realist - 

1) Clints are Deep State prime assets, Trump will put his entire family at risk for at
least a decade

2) Even if Trump is part of the club, he has not acted as public enemy; he is
patriotic vs the Clintons who sold secrets for money

 

Herd Redirectio... " NobodyNowhere 

Plus, in politics, you don't arrest one person, like Hillary.  You know she belongs
to a network, so to have any sort of efficacy it always has to be mass,
simultaneous, widespread arrests.  Which I doubt Donald would be able to pull
off, without actually being in the Oval Office.

Smegley Wanxalot 

censorship-happy Reddit-boy is a total pedo.  Look at that pic - pedo written all over
his face.

If he is tired of being called a pedo, maybe he should not be a pedo.  Fucking pedo.

 

Ms No 

"Alefantis told the Times that he asked Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, YouTube and the
FBI to help him stop the spread of the conspiracy theory, which uses photos of his
own kids as “evidence.”... Mr. Alefantis, 42, who was once in a relationship with David
Brock, a provocative former right-wing journalist who became an outspoken advocate

for Mrs. Clinton."

So a gay guy with kids hanging out with Podesta and with ties to the Clintons?  Why is
it that none of these people are ever just boring, plain old white bread normal, ever? 
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it that none of these people are ever just boring, plain old white bread normal, ever? 
Don't they have a couple normal people in their circle of influence?

I'm glad the Hedge didn't dive into this tar pit.  The "spaghetti" and "pizza"
accusations went way too far but I wouldn't be the least bit surprised if they are
pedophiles.  If you throw a rock anywhere around these people it lands on a giant
stinking turd.  

If somebody is desperate for a smoking gun with political pedophilia look no further
than Epstein and Bill Clinton.  Just the FBI flight logs, during a time when Epstein was
being investigated for trafficking, is enough to demand the questioning of Bill
Clinton.  The fact that haven't done that is criminal in itself.  Epstein has more victims
coming at him and Bill was tied to another trafficker that he got out of prison in Haiti
by using his UN delegated mandate.  Then of course Bill has a history of rape
accusations and somebody who is willing to testify to that.  That entire case needs to
be reopened.  If you can't get Bill you can still get Epstein.     

 

PoasterToaster " Ms No 

Convicted Pederast Jeffrey Epstein.  Don't forget they already got him once and
somehow it didn't stop him from having a private island of perverted sex.

Herd Redirectio... " PoasterToaster 

Because he is providing blackmail/extortion materials for the
Mossad/Rothschild crime family themselves.  Duh.

nevertheless 

I am so fucking sick of the term “leftist”, used here to say “leftist run site limit
conservative comments”.

 

“Leftists” don’t hate Russia, want open borders, promote so called “free trade”,
support Wall Street, hate Iran and Syria…

 

These are NOT leftist web sites, they are globalist/Zionist

 

Huffington Post could at one time been considered a leftist web site, but was the
purchased by AOL, and turned into a Zionist rag. They first brought in Howard Stein
as editor and took the once interesting progressive site and turned it into a NYTimes.

 

This is how it works, this is what they do with all that dirty money, they buy other
people’s gravitas, their hard work, their honesty, and they use it to spread their lies,
their propaganda.

 

The media calls Obama “liberal” because by doing so it gives him cover to be a neo
con/liberal. In what universe, would Obama care be liberal, or the Transpacific Trade
Partnership, or drone strikes or bailing out Wall Street… What is sad is when the right
or conservative sites like this pick up on this lie.

Now the left is right and right is left, Clinton, the democrat is the war monger,
globalist, Zionist, Wall Street sycophant, while Trump is the one who will make peace
with Russia?!

If nothing else this exemplifies the power of propaganda over an idiot population.

 

 

 

swmnguy " nevertheless 

Thank you for saying this.  It needs to be said over and over.  Our political
vocabulary is being intentionally drained of meaning.  The goal is that eventually
we won't be able to have meaningful political conversations.  "Leftist" means
nothing in America today, other than "Whatever I don't like."  Same for the words
"Socialist," "Communist," "Fascist," "Liberal," "Conservative," "Progressive" and on
down the list.  Communists and Fascists are not the same.  The Nazis were not
"leftist" or "socialist," regardless what they called themselves.  As evidence note
whom they killed first once they got into power.

No "Leftist," "Socialist" or "Communist" would have bailed out Wall Street or bailed
out healthcare finance, via "ACA" or "ObamaCare."

The truth is, every politician in America is a Liberal, by definition.  They favor
different versions of Liberalism and pay off and pander to different constituencies,
but they're all corporate Liberals.
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Words actually do mean things.

WrongNumber " swmnguy 

This. I would love for people to educats themselves on this. Racism is a great
example of a word that has had its definition recently hijacked by an agenda.

Language has power. 

Yes We Can. But... " swmnguy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Left-wing_politics

Ms No " swmnguy 

I get where both of you are coming from but the Nazis most definitely had a
socialist element.  Your right if you say that the state did not control all
production but this is a miniscule difference in the end.  There is an impeccable
research series by Anthony Sutton about the funding of the Nazi's, Bolsheviks
and FDR that will convince you of this easily.  They Nazis were the nationalist
socialist workers party.  Hitler's free shit plan was almost identical to FDRs.  The
same people are responsible for both of those plans and all of these systems
whether you call it fascism, communism or socialism, and having a few oligarch
banker run corporations involved doesn't really change that because the
banking oligarchs were always there.   

In some respects socialism can be looked at as a tactic in addition to a system
and these people always use it.  That is why they put so much effort into Marxist
ideology.  If you look at that way, it is always present.  For this reason the terms
Neo-Con and Neo-Liberal are essentially the same thing because they have the
same origin.  They just spout different BS.  The Neocons will tell you that they
are going to protect small business as they dismantle them in favor of oligarch
run monopolies, while simultaneously pushing for war and loss of liberty. 

The Neo-Liberals will push for going after the "evil corporations" while
dismantling small business through pushing regulations and taxing that will
strangle all competition in favor of  oligarch run monopolies, while pushing for
war and loss of liberty.  Both end up dismantling your system, pushing for war
and benefitting oligarchs.  Both are pro free shit for oligarchs.   Offering free
shit in order to consolidate and centralize their power.  They are behind the
state and the big monopolies so they don't give a shit which one gains control
as they are behind both.  The only difference is people arguing about who gets
more of the scraps off the table while they are destroying you.

As two sides fight they win at the end of nearly every battle.  When the left takes
your rights away they win.  When the right consolidates monopoly they win.  In
the end it is the same end result and that is all they are after.  Socialist ideology
has been the most successful for them.  Then they have the access to control
your economy, bleed you dry and dismantle your system all under the guise of
sharing.  They will go for whichever system is the shortest route from where you
are to complete centralized power.

Edit: I screwed up the part where I was describing the two Neos but you get the
idea.

Herd Redirectio... " Ms No 

Pincer strategy.  After Divide and Conquer, it is their most favored gambit.

Thats why the financed the Bolsheviks and Nazis (National
Socialists+Zionists).

Thats why they control Israel AND Saudi Arabia.

Not My Real Name " swmnguy 

Interesting. You claim words actually mean things, but then go on to say that
words have no meaning at all. 

It is only the statists -- can I use that term, or does that word not mean what
you perceive it is supposed to mean too? -- who are constantly shouting from
the rafters that "You don't know what
socialism/liberalism/progressivism/communism means!" The terms have been
hijacked, they say.

"Those policies weren't enacted by socilaists/liberals/progressives/communists!
Look, who they benefited!" they say. Never mind that the only reason policies
like Obamacare get enacted is because they were written and enacted into law
by pols with, wait for it ... socilaist/liberal/progressive/communist agendas. Or
whatever YOU think is the appropriate word to describe them.

Of course, the statists always make such an absurd statement because their

poisonous policies have been outed and their last line of defense is to control
the language. After all, it's hard to decern right from wrong, and the insane
from the sane, when one tries to game the system by imposing rules that
handicap the language we all use to communicate. It's really just another form
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handicap the language we all use to communicate. It's really just another form
of censorship.

In fact ... That kind of thinking would fit right in at Reddit.

 

 

 

 

swmnguy " Not My Real Name 

It's easy to get tangled up in this sort of thing, I'll admit.  If one isn't careful
one starts to sound like a slightly stoned precocious teenager thinking about
Being and Nothingness.

If words are intentionally misused so their common usage refers to anything
and everything, as opposed to their definitions, communication becomes
impossible.  I think it was pretty darned clear what I was trying to say.

You don't mention how this is being on the "Right" side of the aisle as well,
which I find a bit concerning.

I hear plenty of people saying Mitt Romney and most Republicans in general
aren't really "Conservative."  Would you agree that "Conservative" is a word
being drained of meaning?  Why is it that so many "Strict Constitutionalists"
are in favor of overwhelming State Power, intrusive policing, and no citizen
recourse?  Why do some utterly noxious racists and religious bigots claim
they're just "Conservative?"  You'd think "Strict Constitutionalist
Conservatives" would want to leave religion out of the public sphere and
wouldn't find race to be a topic worthy of discussion.

I'm on the left side of the political spectrum; some sort of left-wing
anarchist/libertarian.  I haven't found a label that fits and don't much care.  I
tend to not be very ideological anyway, mostly interested in solving specific
problems.

I will say there's nothing "Progressive" about anything Obama, Clinton and
the Democratic Party have actually done over the past 25 or so years.
 They've said some "Progressive" things, but their actions completely undo
those things.  There's been nothing worse for the actual Left in America than
the corporate Democrats, and their appropriation of the Left agenda; paying
lip service to the people whose support they've courted under false pretenses
while implementing the agenda of Wall Street.

No "Leftist" or "Socialist," "Communist," or "Progressive" supports diverting
the wealth of the nation through the insolvent corpse of Wall street via ZIRP,
TARP, bailouts, etc.  Nor ACA/ObamaCare, which is a bailout for the
healthcare finance industry which has priced itself out of the reach of a
critical mass of Americans and their employers over the past 3 decades.  No
"Progressive" favors the Wars of Empire, much less the current rash of
adventurism in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Ukraine, etc.  No "Leftist" can
stomach Zbigniew Brzezinski, who is the architect of all US foreign policy
these past 25 years.

Nope, these people are corporatists, flat out.  Cui bono?  Only a small group
of connected corporate interests.  They're non-ideological.  They adopt
whatever name they think will get them cover or support and they don't care
if it's just temporaray.  When people object, they're either Russian spies, or
"not being realistic," or whatever ends a conversation.

Frank Luntz and William Safire were pretty open about trying to re-define
various words, including "Liberal," a few decades back.  It's worked out very
well.  Most people would be horrified to hear that every single American
politician, including Donald Trump, is a Liberal.  But it's true.

We don't have to tolerate words being used to mean whatever the user wants
them to mean, like Humpty Dumpty in "Alice in Wonderland."  We don't have
to accept people twisting definitions so we can't communicate.  We can use
Dictionaries, for instance.  We can read actual source material, instead of
stuff regurgitated for us and seasoned to fit our preconceived notions as
most information is on the internet.

Not My Real Name " swmnguy 

You can continue quibbling over political classifications but I will
continue to refuse to play that game. Again, it is a tactic that only serves
to obfuscate and distract from reality.

Politics is real. There is a polarity in politics (it's not a coincidence that
the words are derived from the same place) that is as real as the
opposition of the magnetic poles. There is a political right and left, just
as there is a magnetic north and south.

I don't care what you call the side that enacted Obamacare, and favors
unrestrained immigration, and believes that government can do things
better than the private sector, and stumped for LBJ's war on poverty, and
adheres to the lie that redistribution of wealth is righteous and
necessary. With few exceptions, they're all the same people, and they all
reside on one side of the political spectrum -- no matter what you
ultimately choose to call them.
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It really isn't rocket science ... why would anyone choose to make it that
way by playing word games unless the goal is to deceive others?

 

StychoKiller " Not My Real Name 

[quote]...why would anyone choose to make it that way by playing
word games unless the goal is to deceive others? [/quote]

Asked and answered!

HenryKissingerC... 

this kind of publicity is great for the perceived value of reddit!

#uniconapocalypse

http://www.forbes.com/sites/berlinschoolofcreativeleadership/2016/01/16/...

bh2 

Pizzagate is a pile of steaming nonsense.

Reddit has no "duty to carry" a recklessly damaging narrative which lacks any
concrete evidence to support it.

Indeed, Reddit might be liable for damages if they did.

There is no justification for altering someone else's postings. But banning is
perfectly defensible on a platform operated by a private business which is placed in
jeopardy of its profits or its reputation by people who are obviously mentally ill.

WrongNumber " bh2 

Using that logic you should be banned immediatly.

Falconsixone " bh2 

"But banning is perfectly defensible on a platform operated by a private business"

Not if your a cake baker that perfers NOT to serve fucking queers (like redtit).

Can't we all just get along as long as it's your way?

bh2 " Falconsixone 

The distinction lies in the definition of "pubic accommodation". Reddit is not a
public accommodation and thus not subject to its restrictions. Bricks-and-
mortar bakeries are.

That's the law, whether you or I or anyone else agrees with it. I personally
believe businesses should be able to refuse to serve anyone, including posters
on websites. Doesn't matter. Bricks-and-mortar businesses can't. End of story
unless the law is amended.

Comment pages like this one on ZH are also not subject to regulation as a
public accommodation. If they were, it would be a violation of law for
moderators to moderate comments pages anywhere.

Since that ship sailed long ago, it's way late to argue a non-issue is suddenly
relevant because someone's favorite hobby horse has just been unsaddled.

In this case, Reddit simply "moderated" an entire thread by eliminating it.
Bitching about it is pissing into the wind.

venturen 

may the Real American Warriors destroy the SJW!

Yog Soggoth 

Is he David Bowies son?

WrongNumber 

Podesta could clear the air by telling us what those emails referenced. Truth is often
the hardest.
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grunk 

Alt-Left-Delete.

groaner 

What's that CEO's last name again.. hmmm yup, they love to control the media...
Trump needs to do something about their domination monopoly in the fake real
media.. truth is a joke

Miskondukt 

Reddit: bunch of group-think putzes for the most part, and this kid looks like he
needs to be put on one of them neighborhood warning lists. 

Falconsixone 

Never heard of it, but word on the street is burn it to the ground. Should think about
changing the name to REDTIT since that's who they suckle.

crossroaddemon 

OK, let's get real. I'm not allergic to conspiracies but this one is dumb. Someone
please link me to CONVINCING EVIDENCE that this pizza joint has any connection
whatsoever to pedophilia or child trafficing. All I'm seeing is vapors and
unconvincing symbology supposedly hidden in logos and stuff. Not one single damn
thing that could possibly stand up in court. The owners and employees of this joint
are being bullied and harrassed for NO REASON.

Regarding the reddit stuff... the pizzagate subreddit was removed as a bad, knee-
jerky reaction to a legitimate problem. Reddit's CEO has admitted some wrongdoing,
but that doesn't even remotely imply that there's even an ounce of legitimacy to this
Comet Pizza thing. Once again... show me the evidence. 

East Indian " crossroaddemon 

1. the pics in the instagram of the owner are creepy, to put it politely. There was a
picture of a child taped to a table. How come a pizzeria owner is the 49th most
powerful person in DC?

2. Podesta's inhuman 'taste' in art - search this extensively. The 'art works' are
inhuman - a boy hanging on a wall? a group of girls in a punishment circle?
children cowering in cages before adults?

3. Association with Abramovic, the spirit cook.

4. Emails that do not make sense in the normal meanings of the terms -
handkerchief with a map related to pizza? playing dominos on cheese rather than
on pasta? 

5. Ownership of the pizzeria; pics of constructions inside the pizzeria, tunnels, etc,
without municipal permit.

6. The spped with which Snopes 'investigated' and concluded that the allegations
are false; the NYT defending a common pizzeria?

Fourth Horseman " East Indian 

snpoes is an extinct dinosaur. they lost any credibility eons ago. i'm surprised
that anyone even mentions that leftist site anymore for anything.

Herd Redirectio... " Fourth Horseman 

Monica Petersen.  Dead.

Thats why there is never as much evidence as people would like.  Because if
you have evidence, you die.  If you make allegations you are allowed to make
'unfounded allegations' all day.  But have evidence, photos, eye witness
testimony, and you willl commit suicide with TWO, not one, shots to the back
of the head.

Dilluminati " crossroaddemon 

Seth Rich
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atlasRocked " crossroaddemon 

This is a typical leftist denial: "nothing makes sense".    

Same kind of denial Penn State fans would use before you-know-what became all-
too-real.  

What is the giveaway?   NO ONE BRAGS THEY CAN'T SEE ANY EVIDENCE !   Imagine
in a meeting at work if a group of people were discussing something, and the you
bragged "I don't see it all."   You'd look like an idiot - bragging you can't see any
pattern, when everyone else can see the pattern.   This is a standard deceiver
behavior any interrogator would seize as "guilty behavior artifacts #1", if a suspect
tells him he's fantasizing, after he already sees the obvious pattern of connections.
 

A real denial from the owner would go something like this:  "I'm going to sue all of
you in court next week if you don't stop", since he would not be afraid of inquiry,
he would welcome it.   

Bemused Observer " crossroaddemon 

Now, I'm curious...Is the reason you reject the idea because of the 'evidence'
presented, or because of the particular accusation of pedophilia?

My working theory here is that people are likely to be turned-off or reject it
because of the pedophilia label. That they know it's a bit odd, but that it smacks
too much of the old Geraldo-era Satanic child killer thing and is thus not
believable.
I think if folks were just shown the odd stuff, without the interpretation, they'd be
more apt to get curious about it and maybe check into it a bit.

By introducing pedophilia, they shut the discussion down for most folks before it
has begun.

Am I close, or way way off?

dark pools of soros " crossroaddemon 

read this for your fucking evidence

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/

 

East Indian 

A second article on #pizzagate in ZH in two days... the lower half is a simple
repetition of yesterday's article...

So, there is some truth in the allegations, after all.

Thanks Durden, for the hint.

Yes We Can. But... " East Indian 

The topic of the two ZH posts you reference is reddit.

I am not aware that ZH has done a post concerning pizzagate.

backspaceone 

stop using reddit . boycott

williambanzai7 

That guy is a fucking carrot topped douchebag. No wonder i never posted my pictures
on that site.

Bloodstock " williambanzai7 

He looks more like the editor of a high school newspaper not someone who should
be censoring the adults in the room. Yeah, I think douchebag fits.

Citizen G " Bloodstock 

Jeffery dahmer was a pretty geeky mild looking guy too.
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the grateful un... 

by way of how the world really works please consider this; if a newspaper editor likes
candidate A, when he opens the mailbag for his OpEd page he gets letters from people
who like A and hate A. some of the people who hate A are intelligent, educated and
articulate and some are batshit crazy. this editor will print only letters from the second
group, in order to make the criticism of A seem less intelligent. on the Sunday morning
news programs they always have the same guests (Krugman for instance) there are
plenty of economists who critisize the presidents economic policy, but we get
Krugman. out here on the blog there are plenty of smart people but on TV you get
lame.  Peter Schiff has figured this out, he is a really smart guy who writes and speaks
to people at the 8th grade level. so you see your point of view is being edited
constantly, dumbed down, diluted, and the only people whose share your opinions who
are allowed to publically record their comments are en embarrassment to your ideas
and beliefs. pizzagate is only a problem to a degree since social media is not MSM or
information. i would hate to be a Trump supporter now since the batshit crazies
control the dialogue. all to a purpose ducklings, because the cycle of presidential love
begins with the honeymoon and ends with more people who disapprove than approve,
just the way of the world and the media is all too glad to feed the reptilian brain where
the cycle of king worship turned into public loathing plays out in cycles.

Dilluminati 

So I head over to http://www.theblaze.com/news/2016/11/24/reddit-ceo-admits-to-
editing-pos...

And I hear that Business Insider reported this.  Is this the same business insider that
was a liberal lying saclk of sh1t and cancelled insider posting status, cancelled posting
at the entirety of their website after the election results?

Let me provide the details! 

BI(Business Insider) decided just before the electiion to post headlines in naked
support of Hillary and the Globalist eltte criminals.  And wtf did Drudge do?  He hot
linked them and the comments rolled in!  It was so lopsided that there might be some
ridiculous article and then commentary that showed that the readers weren't buying
any of it.  

The biggest lie this election cycle was that the polls didn't see the landlslide coming.
 What actually happened is that a crooked and discredited media despite the BILLION
SPENT couldn't deliver.   

http://www.businessinsider.com/obama-donald-trump-north-carolina-2016-11

IT IS GONE, the comments gone, (deleted) however there was no effing mistake who
was going to win that election!

The MSM has now resorted to Donna Brazil methods and simply getting triggered by a
truth that they yet to accept.  But make no mistake about it, and the media kept
discounting the online polls as innacurate.  Here is what the media and the pizza-gate
story shows:

We don't trust the institutional media any longer, we know that they lie, we marvel at
pro late-term abortion hillary sitting with the cardinals 

http://www.trbimg.com/img-580974bf/turbine/la-1477014933-snap-photo/650/...

WE KNOW THEY LIED again and again and again.

And know they think the people can be silenced.

HamFistedIdiot 

Some links:

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/#comments
https://uploadfiles.io/45f11 [pizzapac-archive.zip]
https://uploadfiles.io/29e19 [alefantis-instagram-and-comet-ping-pong-videos.zip]
http://pastebin.com/M8PEVcse
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate

Keep digging. The wall of lies must come down.

 

 

bardot63 

This guy Huffman looks like a fucking wuss piece of twat crap.  Edit that, asshole.

J Jason Djfmam " bardot63 

Whadda Fag.
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Squidbilly 

HEY Reddit CEO Steve Huffman GO FUCK YOUSELF YOU PIECE OF SHIT

Joebloinvestor 

All these CEO's of social media companies act like they own the bathroom wall.

jabu 

Isn't Reddit just a comment site?  How do people's comments about leaked e-mails
equate to a "fake news" storm?  Oh.  It was the NYT.  Guess it's been so long since they
did any actual reporting of news, they must not remember what news is!

Panic Mode 

Yeah, Reddit tosser. Come here and give the nay sayers negative vote. Fuck off to your
own shitty site.

TiggrAndrews 

If you think Comet Ping Pong is clean, check the Comet Ping Pong Website page
“friends” listed at http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/, from their link to heavy
breathing at http://heavybreathing.net/, and tell yourself that site isn’t loaded with
weird sex and pedophilia.  The links are still active today and the content only legal
because it’s animated graphics – the content is sick and disgusting; but form your own
opinion.  It’s guilt by association if nothing else.  And Comet Ping Pong hosted a DNC
fundraiser.

After initially reading one highlighted Wiki Podesta email, I thought Podesta may be
just a weird old freak toying with Dungeons and Dragons as some of the terminology
is the same.  However, Podesta’s interest in Spirit Cooking is just too demented.  The
yarn spins on from there … Clinton should have disassociated herself from Podesta a
long time ago.

Bemused Observer " TiggrAndrews 

" the content is sick and disgusting; but form your own opinion."

That's what I said in my previous post...let the audience come to it on their own,
don't introduce buzzwords like pedophilia right off the bat. Just present the
content, without labeling it with anything more inflammatory than a "Gee, THAT'S
weird...what is THAT about?".

The weirder and more bizarre the accusation, the more careful you must be in
introducing it. It is often best not to introduce it at all, but simply to present the
evidence with "What IS this?" and allow the audience to draw the conclusions
themselves.

TiggrAndrews 

If you think Comet Ping Pong is clean, check the Comet Ping Pong Website page
“friends” listed at http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/, from their link to heavy
breathing at http://heavybreathing.net/, and tell yourself that site isn’t loaded with
weird sex and pedophilia.  The links are still active today and the content only legal
because it’s animated graphics – the content is sick and disgusting; but form your own
opinion.  It’s guilt by association if nothing else.  And Comet Ping Pong hosted a DNC
fundraiser.

After initially reading one highlighted Wiki Podesta email, I thought Podesta may be
just a weird old freak toying with Dungeons and Dragons as some of the terminology
is the same.  However, Podesta’s interest in Spirit Cooking is just too demented.  The
yarn spins on from there … Clinton should have disassociated herself from Podesta a
long time ago.

 

Talador 

It occurs to me that Mr. Huffman has committed fraud (and admitted it) modifying the
posts without showing that the posts have been modified.

Basically it falls under the libel and slander laws, the victims should sue.
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Bemused Observer 

The 'pizza-gate' folks could be hurting their narrative by focusing on the pedophilia
angle here...might be tough to prove. And, as we see here, it has enough of an 'ick'
factor to make it fairly easy to shut it down.

The 'pizza' references are a bit weird, and come off as 'code'...but for what? Perhaps it
would have been better just to focus on the fact that it DOES sound like code, and let
the audience try and figure out what it is code FOR. I imagine, whatever it is, that
there are powerful people who do NOT want to see this discussed openly, or they
wouldn't use code.

If it IS pedophilia, they'll come to that on their own. And if it is something else, they'll
nsee that too. When enough folks start digging around, something is bound to turn
up. But by introducing the subject right at the beginning, they just got themselves
shut down right out of the gate...(no pun intended..).

By avoiding the convenient excuses to shut 'er down, they could have kept the
discussion going about just WHAT these people are talking about with all this 'pizza'?
What does it MEAN? By suggesting pedophilia right off the bat, it sounds 'agenda-like'
and gives the opposition the excuse they need to end it. Leaving it unsaid would have
been far better, and left people with the question, "Yeah, what DOES that mean? How
weird..."

Let the audience draw the conclusions, do not suggest them. Don't say 'what', ask
'why?', and let THEM answer. If its there, enough people will start to see it without you
saying a thing.

Miss Expectations " Bemused Observer 

You can not watch the last 10 minutes of a movie and complain about the first 2
hours that you didn't see.  You don't know anything.

Bemused Observer " Miss Expectations 

I actually wasn't saying anything about the accusation itself, I simply don't know
enough to do that...what I WAS trying to say is that it might be more productive
to change tactics in presenting it, that's all.

Not everyone is 'on board' with the conspiracy-theory mindset, and with
algorithms and search engines, certain phrases are best avoided. And it does
turn a lot of people off who might actually be interested in that content.

You can present your case to a wide audience by avoiding the pitfalls of posting
unpopular topics with easy to target inflammatory phrases, or you can be shut
down until you are preaching to the choir in a tiny room and reaching no one.

You DO understand how easy you make it for them, don't you? I wouldn't be
saying these things if I was your enemy, I'd just shut up and let you keep talking
and getting banned and shut down...

Miss Expectations " Bemused Observer 

If you are sincere, these will help you catch up. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFZRQcSMeeM&feature=youtu.be

http://wearechange.org/elites-dirty-little-secret/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gi6ryNOg8z0&feature=share

https://twitter.com/d_seaman

Fourth Horseman " Bemused Observer 

Go to 4chan to /b/ room and post a picture of a pizza and see what it gets you.

You'll figure out the code and You won't like it.

Miss Expectations 

State Senator Nancy Schaefer & Husband Snuffed Fighting Child Protective Services

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKplQsa73HY

Nancy was fighting Child Protective Services...got her killed.

Robert Trip 

The pizza is way over-priced and shitty.

Take a pass.
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Also, the owner is a real pain in the asz.

oldguyonBMXbike 

They say the Reddit CEO is a cannibal.

Robert Trip 

The Children's Menu is interesting.

The John Podesta Special...$4000.00 for a half hour.

tarabel 

 

 

Well, cheer up, dude.

You don't have to worry about being called a pedophile any more.

You have to worry about being called a Nazi pedophile.

 

AmandaFawndel 

JOO RUN/OWNED MEDIA = FAKE NEWS

 

Google SEVEN JEWS MEDIA CONTROL

 

Any questions, Goyim Sheepletards?

tarabel " AmandaFawndel 

 

 

Several actually.

1) Since you presumably dislike Google a lot, why do you encourage others to use
their services?

2) Since you don't like Jews and don't like non-Jews (or Goyim sheepletards, as you
so fondly refer to your fellow citizens), who do you like?

3) Since you regard yourself as a superior form of life to the "Goyim sheepletards",
you clearly assume that you are some manifestation of Enlightened Being. I
presume you champion policies that will help elevate and cement the overlordship
of beings such as yourself over the interests of the ordinary citizen, of whom you
express constant contempt. How does this make you ANY DIFFERENT from your
alleged Jewish conspirators, who are apparently sacrificing the interest of their
fellow citizens for their own secret benefit?

4) If you were to be re-incarnated tomorrow as a black man, would you then be a
rabid supporter of the Nation of Islam?

Fourth Horseman " tarabel 

Correction, it's joogle

Jews suck for being knifing snakes, goy suck for being stupid manipulated
sheeple. There are goy that hate both because we're fully awake and know the
game that's being played by the kikes. I'm an equal opportunity hater. I hate
humans, I love my horses.

Secondly, there are no alleged conspirators, they are in fact conspirators, you
just haven't woke up and learned to connect the dots yet.

If I were reincarnated into that, i'd shoot myself and pray to come back as a
horse. Horses are not moronic assholes like human animals.

tarabel " Fourth Horseman 

 

 

Be careful what you wish for, Mr. H.

You'd probably come back as a horse that has to carry around a 400-lb black
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You'd probably come back as a horse that has to carry around a 400-lb black
man all day long.

Fourth Horseman " tarabel 

Then I trample the nigger monkey and come back again.

AmandaFawndel " tarabel 

Dear Stupid Cunt Bigot,

 

WHY do stupid cunt bigots (YOU) think all jews are the same?

tarabel " AmandaFawndel 

 

 

They are the same-- all human, just like you and me.

Fourth Horseman " AmandaFawndel 

Because they ALL are taught and think they are better than any Goy and that
goy are nothing but animals to serve them. Fact

Go read their tulmud before you open your mouth. Idiot.

Joebloinvestor 

I can just picture this CEO asshole sitting in a witness chair during a multi million $
lawsuit and the prosecuting atty asks him," Have you ever edited the content of a post
to change the meaning?".

 

What a fucking moron.

 

AmandaFawndel 

HuffMANSTEINBERGWITZGOLDFEINSILVERMANSTEIN......

 

Nope, not a JOO!!!!!

tarabel " AmandaFawndel 

 

 

I assume you don't actually have a job, since any company you work for would give
you the old heave-ho for posting such things on their equipment.

And why is it so important that they be Jewish?

Surely, there are non-Jewish assholes in the world. Surely, there are non-Jewish
people who are selfish and conceited and willing to step on their fellow man so
long as they get theirs. Surely, you have met at least one Jew in your life that was
an okay person.

Okay, I'm probably wrong about that last one. Even if they were, you wouldn't
recognize them as such.

Fourth Horseman " tarabel 

Nope, never met a k1ke that wasn't a snake, usurer or fucked up in some
manner.

Sanity Bear " Fourth Horseman 

You're not going to meet anyone unless you take a shower, put on some
outdoor clothes, and crawl out of the basement.
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----_- " Sanity Bear 

oh look the sanity baer weeaboo faggot has something to say.

why all out of people here are you talking about "crawling and
basements"?

 

 

Fourth Horseman " Sanity Bear 

Coming from someone that hasn't a clue whats going on let alone
traveled outside of their own country? LOL Your attempt at trolling is
utterly pathetic. Typical libtard.

----_- " Fourth Horseman 

he is not a libtard, he is just a retard

AmandaFawndel " tarabel 

hey cowardly dumbcunt bigot....WHY DO COWARDLY DUMBCUNT BIGOTS (YOU)
think all jews are the same?

tarabel " AmandaFawndel 

 

 

I think the facts are self-evident that you are the one who assumes all Jews
are the same (evil).

Personally, I think they are individuals who contain the usual mixture of
talents and drawbacks like anyone else.

But I do have some admiration for traditional Jewish culture:

Take care of your family first.

Take care of your friends and business associates second.

Take care of everybody else only after these two things have been
accomplished.

Work hard.

Don't borrow money for stupid shit.

Save, save, save.

Don't let your children mate with lazy losers.

 

Frankly, I think those are pretty traditional American values, and I wish I was
better at them. Unfortunately, I was raised by wolves and had to figure it out
on my own. I didn't have some Jewish mother screaming in my childish ear
to grow up  and go make something of myself.

----_- " tarabel 

kek you were adopted and raised by spics?

 

 

why did you forget to tell the other traditional part of each medal.

Take care of your family first. - and make sure non-jews abandon family
values. sew on their social structures.

Take care of your friends and business associates second. - to use them
as much as you can. once you cant use them or dont need them any
longer, throw them away by betraying them and steal as much money
form them as possible.

Take care of everybody else only after these two things have been
accomplished. - by searching constantly for new useful idiots. may they
benefit you in future.

Work hard. - not with the shovel but by making others work hard for you.

all their wealth is transmitted directly to you without them even figuring
that out. to make so many people work for you is a hard job.

Don't borrow money for stupid shit. - instead lend money. thats why
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Don't borrow money for stupid shit. - instead lend money. thats why
there are so many "lehmanns" amongst us kikes

Save, save, save. by constantly stealing and accumulating wealth.

Don't let your children mate with lazy losers. - make sure you children
marry a stinky fat snob with diabetes but as long he has money its fine.
crohn's disease is your friend!

 

 

by the way wolves have a very fine social structure and take care of each
other, actually no way you should compare wolves to spics.

Fourth Horseman " ----_- 

Yep, looks about right on par with what I have observed of those
parasites.

swmnguy " AmandaFawndel 

Jesus Christ, can you be done now?

VW Nerd 

Whe your agenda is so weak it cannot stand on it's own legs, you need to sensor.
 Look around.  I't is everywhere in the lib media.  A dying theology.  Hopefully Steve
Hoffman eventually realizes this.

VWAndy 

 We went from a free press to a flee press. They wont be missed.

Heliotential 

What happened to spirit cooking

Fourth Horseman 

The CEO looks like a faggot and his site has lost all credibility.

Publicus 

Reddit will shutdown soon. They just lost Safe Harbor protection and is now liable for
every single post on the site.

PoasterToaster 

Looks like Spirit Cooking was just a cover story for their pedophile ring being
exposed.

PoasterToaster 

Why is the New York Times and Washington Post and Reddit and etc. spending any
time at all defending a random dive pizza joint?

Sanity Bear 

The gaydar started alerting like a motherfucker when that photo of Huffman came
down the wire.

Totally creeps me out. Has a major "loves little boys" vibe to it.

AmandaFawndel 

Just another example of "JEW PRIVILEGE"
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Just another example of "JEW PRIVILEGE"

Miss Expectations 

AAAAnd it's /u/spez

https://heavyeditorial.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/spez-2.jpg?quality=65...

----_- 

i never watch reddit. i dont get it, wahts so fun about reddit?

Joebloinvestor 

Liberals are not happy unless they have a thumb on the scale.

buckstopshere 

Reddit is garbage.

No free speech. It will fade into obscurity.

DarthVaderMentor 

A classical example for business schools of CEO negligence creating as an unintended
consequence a catastrophic legal exposure that will destroy the brand and bring down
the company. They just lost Safe Harbor protection and are now fully liable for every
single post on the site, regardless of what the posting might say and who posted it. If
the Board of Directors doesn't fire the CEO and his minions who caused this mess,
they might also be legally exposed as well. If feel sorry for the poor investors who
might lose their shirts because of the CEO's ignorance.

If he changed customer posts, might he have changed the accounting books as well?
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